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PRO-TEC 
CARPET & UPHOLSTERY PROTECTOR 

ANTISOILING – ANTISTATIC – FLUOROPOLYMER EMULSION 
 

DESCRIPTION: 
This is a liquid carpet and upholstery protector with anti-soil and anti-static capabilities that 
are highly effective. It can be applied in place. When applied after shampooing or cleaning, it 
greatly reduces soiling and the shocking effect of static build-up.  
 

USES:   
It is a versatile product that can be used for carpets, upholstery, and drapery.  
 

DIRECTIONS:   
SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING.  It should only be applied on clean carpet. When shampooing is 
required, it should be followed with hot extraction to remove excess shampoo.  
 

The use level depends upon the fiber and construction of the carpet and should be established 
by the user for its optimum results. Mix 1 part protector to 5 parts of water.  
This solution is sprayed onto the carpet in a manner in which uniform coverage of the carpet is 
obtained. Apply to carpet at the rate of ½ gallon of diluted spray mix for every 100 sq. ft. of 
carpet.  
 

1. Use any good quality clean pressure sprayer. Stainless steel or plastic is recommended to 
prevent rusting.  A #8004 Tee Jet Nozzle or equal is recommended.  

2. Hold the spray nozzle 12-18 inches from the carpet and apply half the prepared spray mix 
over the entire carpet area, spraying in one direction only.  Then apply the other half over 
the entire carpet area by spraying in the opposite direction. NOTE: It is extremely important 
to obtain uniform coverage. Uneven application may result in uneven protection.  

3. To obtain the best performance, work the product into the carpet immediately after 
spraying 
 Use a pile brush on pile type construction.  

 Use a shag rake for open shag construction.  

4. Allow the carpet to dry.  

5. Flush the tank, hose and spray nozzle with fresh water after each use.   
 

Upholstery/draperies:  Application is the same as for carpets. Brush in with a soft brush. 
Fabric should be allowed to dry completely for maximum effectiveness.   


